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Steps in the Guangzhou BRT 
planning process

2005:
Conceptual 
plan, demand 
analysis  & 
corridor 
comparison

2006: Phase II 
planning; 
further traffic, 
operational and 
design planning 
& demand 
analysis for 
phase I

2007-2008: 
Implementation 
planning  & 
design. Final 
station & 
operational 
design, BRT 
authority, 
architecture, 
engineering 
design, metro 
integration, 
NMT 
integration

2009: 

BRT construction, 
regulatory set-up, 
refinement of 
operational plan, 
promotion & 
outreach, vehicle 
procurement

• 2003-2004 preliminary 

BRT planning

• ITDP MOU with 

Construction 

Commission of 

Guangzhou , Apr. 2005

• GMTDC / GMEDRI 

work with ITDP since 

that time

2010:Feb. BRT 

operation



Guangzhou BRT by the numbers

Some key points include: 

• Peak passenger flows of 26,900 passengers per hour 
per direction. This is second only to TransMilenio 
amongst BRT systems worldwide, and far in excess of 
traditional capacity limits thought to apply to direct 
service' BRT systems in which BRT vehicles operate 
both inside and outside the BRT infrastructure. The 
Guangzhou BRT already carries more passengers in a 
single direction than all of the metro/subway lines in 
mainland China, with the exception of the Beijing Line 2 
subway. With the introduction of 18m BRT buses, the 
system will likely exceed all mainland China metro 
systems within a year

• Daily ridership of around 800,000 passenger-trips per 
day on BRT buses (not including trips involving 
transfers, which are free in the same direction). This is 
more than any of Guangzhou's 5 metro lines. 

• Passenger boardings of 8,500 passengers per hour (not 
incl. transfers) at the biggest morning and evening peak 
stations; world records for any BRT station. 

• Passenger boardings of more than 55,000 passengers 
per day at a single station (not including transfers), also
a world record. 

• The world's longest BRT stations – around 260m
including bridges, at the largest stations.

• The world’s highest BRT bus volumes: 350 per hour in a 
single direction, or roughly 1 bus every 10 seconds

• The first BRT system in China to include bike parking and 
bike sharing in the BRT station design. 

• The first BRT system in the world to include direct 
connecting tunnels between metro and BRT stations. 
These connections occur at 3 stations (one open; two 
more still under construction). 

• The first BRT system in China to feature BRT station 
bridges connecting directly to adjacent buildings. These 
various inter-modal connections (BRT, metro, bike
sharing, bike parking, pedestrians, adjacent buildings) 
make the corridor a leading example of multi-modal 
transport integration. 

• The first BRT system in China with more than one BRT 
operator: three corporate groups consisting of seven 
different bus operating companies all operate BRT 
routes. 

• The first BRT system in Asia to determine station size 
based on passenger demand, for all stations in the BRT 
system. This results in a range of station lengths from 
55m to 260m.



Asian BRT systems speed and demand comparison. Note that these figures refer to actual maximum 
passenger demand, not theoretical maximum capacity. All figures are from ITDP field surveys.







Shidajida BRT station; the world’s longest



Bus stop congestion



A typical scene at Gangding BRT station before the BRT implementation.



Gangding BRT station, after the BRT implementation



天河公园：目前每小时350辆车，单向
客流2.3万人次





Tianhe Gongyuan, west to east AM: 350 buses/hr; 25,000 passengers; 3,500 boarding / hour



Projected BRT passenger flows, comparing 3 corridors (ITDP & GMEDRI, 2006)









Impact on Station Saturation
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One of the 1-module 
configurations

（offset, at grade）

BRT Station layout

One of the 1-module 
configurations

（offset, footbridge）

One of the 2-module 
configurations

（facing, at grade crossing)





























Gangding: 8500 passengers per hour entering turnstiles



Tangxia: 350 buses/h (2010.03.29, AM, E-W) (26,900 pphpd), 8,500 boardings per hour
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Gangding chebe
i

Xiayuan

Shuanggang

Miaotou

Guangzhou BRT integrated with Metro



BRT control centre













BRT-NMT integration
• Earlier work on designs at particular intersections and 

locations
• First dedicated bike lanes in a new road project in 

Guangzhou for more than 15 years.
• Provision of regular, safe crossings along the corridor 

for bikes and pedestrians, tied to the BRT station access
• Provision of 5,500 bike parking positions as part of the 

BRT station design, and first city outside Beijing to use 
multilayer bike parking racks

• Implementation of a bike sharing program 
concentrated initially along the BRT corridor (currently 
~5,000 bikes at ~100 stations)





Around 40 location have installed double tier bike racks





Phase 1 bike sharing station 

locations and the newspaper report



Current bike parking suggests bike parking facilities we need to provide along BRT corridor 





Bus routes in 

Zhongshan Avenue 

before BRT



Operational mode 
(trunk-branch vs. ‘flexible’ or ‘direct-

service’)







31 BRT Route, and express lines during peak hours, short lines;

‘Direct service’ BRT system, BRT bus can run outside the corridor；



Morning peak passenger flows

62
Morning peak passenger flows (E-W & W-E) along the candidate BRT corridors



BRT Players and Organization Framework
With more than One Operator
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Lessons learned (1)

• Guangzhou BRT: metro-level 
capacity delivered by buses. 
This provides new options for 
rapidly growing Asian cities.

• Many critical aspects to BRT 
project success:
– corridor selection, 

– data collection & analysis, 

– operational design, 

– institutions & regulation, 

– communications and outreach

– control centre & ITS

– stations (placement relative to 
intersections, configuration, 
length, width, spacing, and 
architecture), 

– fare collection,

– vehicles, traffic engineering & 
management, 

– intersection design & signal 
phases, 

– modal integration (metro, 
bicycle, pedestrians), 

– ancillary measures such as 
parking & urban design.



Lessons learned (2)

• The first BRT corridor 
should serve high demand, 
congested locations, 
including the city centre.

• the infrastructure has to be 
correctly planned and 
designed together with an 
operational plan that in turn 
meets passenger demand

• BRT stations should be 
designed to meet passenger 
demand levels

• There are many advantages 
to having multiple BRT 
operators

• Intermodal integration is 
often neglected during BRT 
planning, to the detriment 
of the BRT systems involved

• A successful BRT corridor 
should be a beautiful urban 
corridor



Information, maps, photos: chinaBRT.org, itdp-china.org, chinabikesharing.org


